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Please consider the following scenarios one
at a time, independently from one another.

Peter is having a nice conversation with Ann

SCENARIO A: All of a sudden Peter starts thinking about how tired he is and how
much he wants to sleep. However, he does not mention this to Ann.
Do you think
1) that Peter’s thoughts will disrupt the conversation?
2) that Ann will notice that something has changed in the conversation?

Peter is having a nice conversation with Ann

SCENARIO B: All of a sudden Peter starts thinking about his dog, with whom he
played that morning. He is amused by the memory but he does not talk about it to
Ann.
Do you think
1) that Peter’s memories or emotions will disrupt the conversation?
2) that Ann will notice that something has changed in the conversation?

Peter is having a nice conversation with Ann

SCENARIO C: Earlier that day, Peter had a conversation with his friend Lisa. During
his conversation with Ann, Peter suddenly starts talking as though he is still engaged
in the earlier conversation with Lisa. Ann does not know anything about that earlier
conversation and Peter’s utterances do not fit well with the conversation he is
having with her.
Do you think
1) that Peter’s behavior will disrupt the conversation?
2) that Ann will notice that something has changed in the conversation?
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The basic method: A semiotic coordination game
Put two (or more) humans into a virtual environment that requires them to
cooperatively coordinate their individual actions... while neutralizing the use of
pre-established communication systems (e.g., speech, writing, body language…)

The virtual environment
Player A’s view

The need for coordination
find each other with no more
than one room change each

Player B’s view

The communication medium
Galantucci, 2005

Properties of the medium
It ensures that the signs
unfold in time and quickly
decay (speech-like signal)

It prevents the use of most
symbols and shapes in a
simple and effective manner

Sign systems for playing the game: some examples
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The challenges of communication
10% of the pairs failed (Galantucci 2005; Galantucci, Kroos, & Rhodes 2010)
Things did not improve when players saw other people play
successfully... if anything, they got worse! (Galantucci, Theisen,
Gutierrez, Kroos, Rhodes, 2012)

Why do people who have great familiarity with communication
systems fail to develop 2-3 signs in four hours of playing
(even when they see other people doing that successfully)?
(Galantucci & Steels, 2008; Galantucci, 2009; Roberts & Galantucci, 2012)

Reasons for failure
Players lacked basic videogaming skills
(e.g., they would not learn that, when the agent moves, the environment layout does not change)

Players lacked basic spatial skills
(e.g., they would not learn the game map,
or learn it in cumbersome ways)

Players lacked basic communicative skills
Meaningful off-line conversation

Players would not pick up pen!

Meaningless off-line conversation

“Conversations” in which none of what is said is (or can be) understood
Same sign for “agent moving up” AND for “agent moving down”
Egocentric tendencies as in language (Keysar, 2007), only STRONGER

Egocentric language use in the lab…
Mover

Director

Egocentric target:
Visible only to the mover

Critical trial
Director: “Move the small candle”

Egocentric moves in 17% of critical trials
(Keysar et al., 2000)

Egocentric language use in real life

Hello, you have reached the Deep Hollow Range in Montauk
At the sound of the tone please leave your name and phone
number… if you could leave it twice that would be helpful…
or call me on my cell which is 516-816-2406…
I will return your call as soon as possible
Thank you

How do sophisticated forms of
communication come about among
semi-egocentric communicators?

Three (speculative & non exclusive) hypotheses
The language pioneers hypothesis
Sophistication and coherence originate from
a subgroup of superior communicators

The public arena hypothesis
Sophistication and coherence emerge in the
public arena via a cultural ratchet effect

The null hypothesis
Real life communication might be
fuzzier than we think...

Language pioneers: the tricks of the trade
- Monitor each other’s behavior
(both moves and signs)
- Monitor the pair coordination
and modulate their behavior to
maximize it

Round 2 Round 5 Round 9

High “social intelligence”
Very good at
perspective taking!

The rest of the crowd lags well behind pioneers…

PT: Mover plays rounds as director

% Critical trials with
egocentric move

Director: “Move the large cup”

No PT: Mover does not play as director

100%
75%
50%
25%
0%

PT

No PT

(Work in progress with Epstein & Lindenbaum)

Three (speculative & non exclusive) hypotheses
The language pioneers hypothesis
Sophistication and coherence originate from
a subgroup of superior communicators

The public arena hypothesis
Sophistication and coherence emerge in the
public arena via a cultural ratchet effect

The null hypothesis
Real life communication might be
fuzzier than we think...

Communication can indeed be fuzzy
Communication does not need mental alignment,
behavioral alignment suffices
Player A
Meaning
Player B

*

Player C

*

Behavior

Communication does not need full behavioral alignment,
partial behavioral alignment suffices
Player A

Either moving up or
moving down

Meaning
Player B

Moving vertically…
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How fuzzy can communication get?Galantucci & Roberts (submitted)
Participant A 1

Pair A

SERVER MESSAGE: 5 MINS LEFT
You: let’s try something else
Partner: how about the guy with the toga
Partner: green shawl and like different shade
of green shirt under that
You: what about the lady behind him the blonde
one
Partner: ok, i also have a butterfly next to it
Partner: yeah i know I swear we just got here
You: i know
You: there is something next to the guy but i can’t
tell if it is a butterfly or a kite
Partner: shes got a rainbow colored bathing suit
by that covers her breast and the body portion
of the swimsuit is red

Participant A 2
SERVER MESSAGE: 5 MINS LEFT
Partner: let’s try something else
You: how about the guy with the toga
You: green shawl and like different shade of
green shirt under that
Partner: what about the lady behind him the
blonde one
You: she looks like a singer
Partner: there is something next to the guy but i
can’t tell if it is a butterfly or a kite
You: shes got a rainbow colored bathing suit by
that covers her breast and the body portion of
the swimsuit is red

30-second swap patch
SERVER MESSAGE: 5 MINS LEFT
Partner: i guess we should talk about the
landscape in the mean time
You: IoI okay, I have a orange and purple
flower next to mother theresa
You: did you just get that server message?
Partner: my flower next to mother teresa is
rainbowish
Partner: yes i did wow times flies
You: ok , i also have a butterfly next to it
You: yeah i know I swear we just got here
Partner: i know
Partner: who looks like a singer?
You: do you see this castle like thing in the back
behind mlk
You: cleopatra, looks like she has a makeshift
mic in her hand

SERVER MESSAGE: 5 MINS LEFT
You: i guess we should talk about the landscape in
the mean time
Partner: IoI okay, I have a orange and purple
flower next to mother theresa
Partner: did you just get that server message?
You: my flower next to mother teresa is
rainbowish
You: yes i did wow times flies
Partner: she looks like a singer
You: who looks like a singer?
Partner: do you see this castle like thing in the
back behind mlk
Partner: cleopatra, looks like she has a
makeshift mic in her hand

Participant B 1

Pair B

Participant B 2

Measuring detection (4 swap-patches in 15 min)
1.

How did you find the conversation today?

2. Did the conversation go smoothly?
3. Did you ever feel like you were having trouble communicating
with your partner?
4. Did you notice anything unusual in the conversation?
5. Participants in this study are put in one of two groups. 50% of
participants are put in the No-Swap Group. If we put you in the
No-Swap Group then all the messages you received came from
your partner. The other 50% of participants are put in the
Swap Group. If we put you in the Swap Group then some of the
messages you received came from a different participant
who intended them for someone else and did not know that
they would come to you. Which group do you think you were in?
Note: If you are correct, you will win $3!

What people expect…
Peter is having a nice conversation with Ann.

SCENARIO C: Earlier that day, Peter had an unrelated conversation with his friend Lisa. During
his conversation with Ann, Peter suddenly starts talking as though he is still engaged in the
earlier conversation with Lisa. Ann does not know anything about that earlier conversation and
Peter’s utterances do not fit well with the conversation he is having with her. Do you think:
that Peter’s behavior will disrupt the conversation?
Yes [20/20]
20/20

No [0/20
0/20 ]

that Ann will notice that something has changed in the conversation?
20/20
Yes [20/20]

No [0/20
0/20 ]

What people do
100%

75%

% of people
who guessed
they were in 50%
the swap
group

70%
60%
40%

45%

25%

45%

20%

With swap patches (5
quads)
With no swap patches (5
pairs)
Likely actual detection
rate

0%
Spot color
differences
15% of participants said
they were in the swap group
but did not notice anything
strange till asked to guess

Free chat
25% of participants said
they were in the swap group
but did not notice anything
strange till asked to guess

The big picture: time to adjust our models for
human communication
Exact, machine-like model

(cf. Reddy’s “conduit metaphor”)

The big picture: time to adjust our models for
human communication
Exact, machine-like model (cf. Reddy’s “conduit metaphor”)

Fuzzy, life-like model

and adults too have ways to be fuzzy…

In light of Beyonce and Jay-Z's recent trip to Cuba, do you
support President Obama's plan to allocate 5% of federal tax
dollars to protect John Kerry from South Koreans should
Ahmadinejad move forward with his nuclear program?

Why should we care about all of this?
1) When we observe language pioneers developing novel
languages, we learn about the processes that help us going
from misunderstanding to understanding
2) If the null hypothesis is true, it reduces the conceptual
gap between animal communication and human
communication (cf. Piera’s talk)
3) If the null hypothesis is true, it reduces the conceptual
gap between communication and other forms of human joint
action

Many thanks to:
Some of the people who helped along the way

The institutions that helped along the way

Thank you for your attention!

